
Daily  Diet,  Treats,  And
Supplements For Pigs
…resource here. Daily Food For Pigs Pigs are foragers, and free-
living pigs spend a good portion of their day traveling in
search of food. When they are not foraging, they…

All  About  Social  Media  For
Your Animal Sanctuary
…runs a responsible resident adoption program, social media can
be a good place to highlight residents who are looking for a
suitable forever home! In addition, social media can be…

Introduction  to  Rooster
Behavior  Part  I:  Dismantling
Rooster Stigma
…rooster stigma has on the sheer number of roosters in need,
either dumped or seeking homes because they are not valued or
wanted, as well as the unknown numbers of…
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A  Starter  Guide  to  Common
Questions Your Sanctuary Gets
Asked and How to Thoughtfully
Answer Them
…Part 1: Introduction | The Open Sanctuary Project So, You Want
to Start a Farmed Animal Sanctuary | The Open Sanctuary Project
Creating a Good Home for Chickens | Tara…

Predator-Proofing  For  Bird
Residents At Your Sanctuary
…for some residents and may need to be covered with thick,
textured rubber mats. We recommend checking out our “Creating A
Good Home” series for more specific tips about flooring…

An Introduction to Educational
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Programs  and  Opportunities
Well-suited  for
Microsanctuaries
…animal  companions  being  taken  out  of  their  home.  For  some
individuals, it’s very clear that they are comfortable being
taken out of their home, and for others, it’s very clear…

Biosecurity  Part  2:  Creating
And Implementing A Biosecurity
Plan
…Are there natural spaces on or bordering the sanctuary that are
likely home to wildlife? Are there bodies of water nearby or on
the property that attract wild birds or…

An Introduction To Navigating
Media Coverage For Your Animal
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Organization
…dominant cultural perceptions about animals is often crucial to
our work! From raising awareness, to building community support,
to  fundraising,  storytelling  can  play  a  critical  role  in
building the movement…

Chicken  Living  Space
Maintenance and Cleaning
…with a good amount of fresh bedding. Inadequate amounts of
bedding make broken eggs more likely. If you are using straw
bales for perches or nesting areas, it’s a good…

Potential  Chicken  Health
Challenges
…categorized as mild, moderate, or severe, with severe cases
involving infection in the bone (osteomyelitis). The following
1-5 grading system gives a good overview of the progression of
this disease…
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